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COVID-19 Safety Protocol 
Guidelines for staff visiting other businesses  
 
The following suggested protocol has been put together in conjunction with current national health guidelines. 
If your business operates within an industry with further guidelines, consider adapting this protocol to 
incorporate anything industry specific. 

 
 
It is important staff take traveling and being ‘on the road’ for work seriously in this 
environment. At the time of publishing there are no set Government requirements for this 
kind of activity, as the official directive is to continue to utilise video conferencing and other 
technology in order to meet in person as little as possible. 
 
As the economy continues to open and businesses settle into a ‘new normal’ it is reasonable 
to expect guidelines will be released for representatives, agents and other staff who need to 
visit other businesses. In the meantime, a common-sense approach and preparation will 
ensure your business and staff are ready for this kind of activity.  
 
Personal Hygiene  
 
Exemplary personal hygiene practice and standards are of the utmost importance. Further 
to OHS training, all staff must: 

 
- Ensure proper, regular hand washing with soap and water for a minimum of 20 

seconds 
- Use any hand sanitization stations made available at the venue 
- Don any personal protective equipment required (sanitising hands after doing so) 
- Following the appointment, ensure correct disposal of PPE and hand sanitisation 

after doing so. 
 
Personal Protective Equipment 
 
Staff are required to take company approved and provided personal protective equipment 
to all appointments. Prior to traveling to an appointment, staff should ensure they have:  
 

- Hand sanitiser that has at least 60% alcohol content. (World Health Standards 
require 80% ethanol or 75% isopropyl alcohol to be effective). 

- Disinfectant wipes for computers, briefcases and vehicles. 
- All required relevant PPE (gloves, masks etc) with them. 

 
Staff must follow storage and handling instructions for any PPE they plan to use. If 
packaging is damaged or PPE has been at risk of exposure it should not be used and 
disposed of appropriately. 
 
**Employers would be wise to provide ready-made kits for staff regularly required to visit other businesses. 
This should include but is not limited to the items listed above. 
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Calling Ahead  
 
It is important for staff setting meetings at other venues call ahead to ensure they adhere to 
any health and safety requirements of the business they are visiting. This will allow them to 
ensure they: 
  

- Arrive in a timely manner  
- Understand the rules for entering the workspace (reception, lifts and waiting areas 

may no longer be available)  
- Have all relevant and requested personal protective equipment with them.  

 
Under no circumstances should a staff member ignore the health and safety requirements 
of another organisation.  
 
Client Contact Log 
 
Keeping an accurate log of movements and client contact is paramount. Use the staff log 
provided to record the following details of each appointment:  
 

- Business visited, including street address 
- Individuals met with / spoken to 
- Any items delivered to the business 
- Any items taken with you when you leave 
- Time stamps for entering and leaving the business.  

 
Company Transport Protocol 
 
Where public transport is necessary and approved, staff should: 
 

- Adhere to strict physical distancing measures 
- Ensure contactless fare payment 
- Employ proper hand hygiene both before boarding and after alighting. 

 
Where personal transport (Uber, Ola, Taxi etc) services are necessary and approved, ensure  
 

- The appropriate use of PPE 
- Employ proper hand hygiene both before boarding and after exiting the vehicle 
- Contactless payment 
- Rideshare with other passengers is not permitted. 

 
When using your own vehicle, ensure hand hygiene practices are adhered to after leaving 
appointment and before entering your vehicle. 
 
** Employers should consider whether a km or time limit be placed on trips on public and/or personal transport 
services. 
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Client Greeting Etiquette 
 

- Greet clients warmly and verbally 
- No handshaking or touching is permissible 
- Ensure safe physical distancing is maintained 
- Where possible, staff should avoid situations where consumption of food and drink 

will occur. 
 

If in doubt, don’t go 
 
Should staff be feeling unwell in the lead up to their appointment, it is imperative it be 
cancelled. Should it be necessary to cancel an appointment, staff will notify their manager, 
and where necessary follow the ‘What to do if you are feeling ill’ company protocol.  
 
Similarly, if staff have any concerns about the health and safety environment at the place of 
the scheduled appointment, they are not required to attend. In this instance, staff should 
notify their manager and together, work out an appropriate way to reschedule or 
reorganise client contact. 
 
Further advice and resources 
Further advice on personal hygiene, physical distancing and other resources for the 
workplace can be found in the Safe Work Australia COVID-19 Resource Kit. 

https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/collection/covid-19-resource-kit

